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You are about to read to a unique and inspirational writing. Today is 
more foundational sharing about the entertainment industry and 

simple steps to release creativity.  

Amazon has just signed an agreement to bring us an original 
Amazon television series of, Lord of the Rings. It is the biggest 
budget project ever undertaken for a series, and dethrones 
Game of Thrones from number one budget holder. Amazon is 
an up and coming contender for dominance of online showbiz and 
is competing hard with Netflix but is not bigger yet. Hulu is also 
up and coming.  

 



Imagination and Imagery! 

Our imaginations are God given, and they house our creativity. 
Our minds have amazing power and we need to build the inner 
gift of imagination that most of us have. Keep a spiral note pad 

nearby, even at your bed to record, just in scratch notes your 
creative and imaginative thoughts. If you have a story, write it in 
brief as if you have only 200-300 words to get it down, all the 
way to the finish, if you know it yet. That story can then develop 
in your hands to eventually become a novel, a novella, a graphic 
novel, a screenplay to a movie, etc.  

Until you act on your imagination by writing things down, it stays 
within you in theory and cannot get out of your brain. Many never 
get their creativity out and die in old age taking their ideas with 
them and depriving others of them.   

Once you have 200 to 300 words, then make an outline dividing 
it into chapter segments.   10 to 20 chapters is good.  Then, go 
back and write the first chapter using descriptive words and 
phrases and put more imagination into the plot and setting with 
words. Repeat every chapter this way. You already know in your 
mind what is in each chapter - you just need to express what you 
see inwardly.  

Is there a time of day that you are more creative? Does seeing 
good movies make you want to create stories? Get your ideas on 
paper. Do it today. 

25 Extremely Low Budget Movies 

You will be shocked at how low it costs to make some 
movies.  Paranormal Activity cost $15,000 to produce.  That is 
low and it was a blockbuster.  The Blair Witch Project cost 
$60,000 to make, and it was another blockbuster. The movie El 

Mariachi cost only $7,000 to make. I am not endorsing these 
movies, and I apologize if their content is offensive to you, but 
we are looking at creativity and the mechanics of creating 
entertainment to motivate people.  



Here is the list of the 25 movies: 

http://www.digitalspy.com/movies/feature/g24660/most-
profitable-low-budget-movies/ 

Why do I show you movie budgets?  This shows you that almost 
anyone can make a movie and they used a small household video 
camera to make The Blair Witch Project. If someone gives you 
or loans you or invests in you $50,000 to make a movie, will you 
have the knowledge to make it?  You can go out and get the 
knowledge, or you can partner with a knowledgeable person. It is 
all do-able.  Even my mentoring here will give you more 
knowledge. Anyone can make a movie. If you have the will to do 
it, you have the biggest ingredient because the will to do 
something is bigger than money or know how. 

The Avengers 4: Endgame! 

Here is the mother of all trailers to Endgame, 5 minutes 
long. https://youtu.be/lLfKgylPkm4 

This wonder of wonders, the Marvel Universe and it's 22+ 
movies, all threaded together to create this infinity stone saga 
and epic story is the result of many brilliant minds and 
collaborative genius thinking among producers and directors and 
screen writers. It has come out like Lord of the Rings, and the 

Hobbit, you have the quality of the original author JRR Tolkien 
from another time teaming unknowingly with modern director 
sensation Peter Jackson. In Marvel, you have Stan Lee, Creator 
and his comic book writers from another time teaming with these 
cutting-edge modern producers and directors and screen writers 
of the Marvel Universe to tell stories very well.  

A study and interest in you of what Marvel has done with 
storytelling will open your mind to more possibilities. The movie 
Endgame has now topped the highest movie income ever, which 
was Avatar.  By the way, Avatar has a sequel due out. In fact, 
James Cameron has at least 5 more movies in that series due out 



over the next 10 years. Follow that franchise closely also and 
soak up news on what they are doing too.  

Get show tips by Greg as he works on his screenplay. 

http://themfngroup.com/mentortvseries.pdf 

 

More next time, 

Greg Nichols 

 

 

 

 

 

 


